This paper establishes the Rains information of a quantum channel as a strong converse bound for quantum communication when using the channel many independent times. We also settle an open question posed by Rains, namely, to show that the Rains bound for entanglement distillation represents a strong converse rate for this task. The main application of our first result is to settle the strong converse question for the quantum capacity of all generalized dephasing channels. 1 However, see the later works [22] and [17] , which set [24] and [37] , respectively, on a firm foundation. 2 Unless stated otherwise, all logarithms in this paper are taken base two.
Introduction
The quantum capacity of a quantum channel is defined to be the maximum rate at which it is possible to transmit qubits over many independent uses of the channel, such that a receiver can recover the qubits with fidelity approaching one as the number of channel uses becomes large. The question of determining the quantum capacity of a quantum channel was set out by Shor in his seminal paper on quantum error correction [36] . Since then, a number of works established a "multi-letter" upper bound on the quantum channel capacity in terms of the coherent information [34, 3, 4] , and the coherent information lower bound on quantum capacity was demonstrated by a sequence of works [24, 37, 13] which are often said to bear "increasing standards of rigor." 1 In more detail, the work in [24, 37, 13] showed that the following coherent information of channel N is an achievable rate for quantum communication:
where ρ RB ≡ N A→B (φ RA ), the optimization is over all pure, bipartite states φ RA , and the coherent information of a bipartite state ρ RB is defined as I(R B) ρ ≡ H (B) ρ − H (RB) ρ , with the von Neumann entropies H (B) ρ ≡ −Tr{ρ B log ρ B } and H (RB) ρ ≡ −Tr{ρ RB log ρ RB }. 2 From the above result, we can also conclude that the rate I c N ⊗l /l is achievable for any positive integer l, simply by applying the formula in (1.1) to the "superchannel" N ⊗l and normalizing. By a limiting argument, we find that the regularized coherent information lim l→∞ I c N ⊗l /l is also achievable, and Refs. [34, 3, 4] established this regularized coherent information as an upper bound on quantum capacity. Clearly, the regularized coherent information is not a tractable characterization of quantum capacity. But the later work of Devetak and Shor proved that the "single-letter" coherent information formula in (1.1) is equal to the quantum capacity for the class of degradable quantum channels [14] . Degradable channels are such that the receiver of the channel can simulate the channel to the environment by applying a degrading map to the channel output. All of the above works established an understanding of quantum capacity in the following sense:
1. (Achievability) If the rate of quantum communication is below the quantum capacity, then there exists a scheme for quantum communication such that the fidelity approaches one in the limit of many channel uses.
(Weak Converse)
If the rate of quantum communication is above the quantum capacity, then there cannot exist an asymptotically error-free quantum communication scheme.
Although the above understanding of quantum capacity cements its role as a threshold for reliable quantum communication, we are left to wonder whether it is possible to sharpen this interpretation. For example, it has been known since the early days of classical information theory that the classical capacity of a classical channel obeys the strong converse property [52, 1] : if the rate of communication exceeds capacity, then the error probability necessarily converges to one in the limit of many channel uses. Furthermore, many works have now confirmed that the strong converse property holds for the classical capacity of several quantum channels [28, 51, 23, 50, 48] and also for the entanglement-assisted classical capacity of all quantum channels [6, 8, 16] .
A few papers have made some partial progress on or addressed the strong converse for quantum capacity question [6, 8, 7, 25, 35, 49] , with none however establishing that the strong converse holds for any nontrivial class of channels. Refs. [6, 8] prove a strong converse theorem for the entanglement-assisted quantum capacity of a channel, which in turn establishes this as a strong converse rate for the unassisted quantum capacity. Ref. [7] proves that the entanglement cost of a quantum channel is a strong converse rate for the quantum capacity assisted by unlimited forward and backward classical communication, which then demonstrates that this quantity is a strong converse rate for unassisted quantum capacity. The most important progress to date for establishing a strong converse for quantum capacity is from [25] . These authors reduced the proof of the strong converse for the quantum capacity of degradable channels to that of establishing it for the simpler class of channels known as the symmetric channels (these are channels symmetric under the exchange of the receiver and the environment of the channel). Along the way, they also demonstrated that a "pretty strong converse" holds for degradable quantum channels, meaning that there is a jump in the quantum error from zero to 1/2 as soon as the communication rate exceeds the quantum capacity threshold. Sharma and Warsi established the "generalized divergence" framework for understanding quantum communication and reduced the task of establishing the strong converse to a purely mathematical "additivity" question [35] , which hitherto has remained unsolved. The later work in [49] demonstrated that the strong converse property holds for randomly selected codes with a communication rate exceeding the quantum capacity of the quantum erasure channel (however, we stress that a true strong converse is one which holds for all codes whose rate exceeds capacity).
Overview of results
In this paper, we define the Rains information of a quantum channel N A→B as follows: 3
where the Rains relative entropy of a bipartite state ρ RB is defined as 4) and T B the partial transpose (these concepts are explained in more detail in Section 3). The quantity in (2.2), often called the "Rains bound," was first explored by Rains in the context of entanglement distillation [32] and later refined to the form above in [2] . Our main contribution is that the Rains information of a quantum channel is equal to a strong converse bound on its quantum capacity (Theorem 9). 4 That is, if the quantum communication rate of any protocol for a channel N A→B exceeds its Rains information, then the fidelity of the scheme decays exponentially fast to zero as the number n of channel uses increases. We establish this theorem by exploiting the generalized divergence framework of Sharma and Warsi [35] (first explored in the classical context in [30] ). However, our main departing point from that work is to consider a different class of "useless" channels for quantum data transmission. That is, in [35] , the main idea was to exploit a generalized divergence to compare the output of the channel with an operator of the form I R ⊗ σ B , which can be viewed as a "useless" channel that replaces the input and reference system with the operator I R ⊗ σ B . The resulting information quantity is a generalization of the coherent information from (1.1), and one then invokes a data processing inequality to relate this quantity to communication rate and fidelity. Here, we instead compare the output of the channel with an operator in the set T (R : B), which contains and is closely related to the positive partial transpose states, which in turn are well known to have no distillable entanglement (or equivalently, no quantum data transmission capabilities, so that they constitute another class of "useless" channels for quantum data transmission). It turns out that a Rényi-like version of the Rains information of a quantum channel appears to be easier to manipulate, so that we can show that it obeys a weak subadditivity property (Theorem 6). From there, some standard arguments from [28] conclude the proof of Theorem 9.
The main application of this result is to settle the strong converse question for any generalized dephasing channel (Conclusion 11). The action of any channel in this class on an input state ρ is as follows:
5)
where {|x A } and {|x B } are orthonormal bases for the input and output systems, respectively, for some positive integer d, and {|ψ x E } is a set of arbitrary pure quantum states. A particular example in this class is the qubit dephasing channel, whose action on a qubit density operator is
where the dephasing parameter p ∈ [0, 1] and Z is the Pauli σ Z operator. We prove this result by showing that the Rains information of a generalized dephasing channel is equal to its coherent information (Proposition 10), and invoking the well known result that the coherent information of this channel is equal to its quantum capacity [14] . Finally, we settle an open question posed by Rains in [32] . Namely, we show that the Rains bound on the rate of entanglement distillation of an i.i.d. state can be interpreted as a strong converse bound.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. First, we establish some notation and definitions that are used throughout the paper. Section 4 reviews the definition of an entanglement generation code, and Section 5 introduces the generalized divergence framework for our setting here and some lemmas that are useful for later sections. Proposition 5 then establishes a "one-shot" bound for quantum communication, in terms of a Rényi-like Rains information of a quantum channel. The rest of the paper from there proceeds along the lines mentioned above, and we conclude in Section 11 with a summary and some open questions.
Notation and definitions
Norms, states, channels, and measurements. Let B (H) denote the algebra of bounded linear operators acting on a Hilbert space H. We restrict ourselves to finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces throughout this paper. For α ≥ 1, we define the α-norm of an operator X as
The trace norm of an operator A is equal to A 1 and has the following alternate characterization:
where the optimization is over all unitaries. Let P (H) denote the subset of positive semi-definite operators (we often simply say that an operator is "positive" if it is positive semi-definite). We also write X ≥ 0 if X ∈ P (H). An operator ρ is in the set S (H) of density operators if ρ ∈ P (H) and Tr{ρ} = 1. The fidelity between two density operators ρ and σ is defined as
The Entropies. We define the sandwiched Rényi quasi-relative entropy of order α, for ρ ∈ S (H) and σ ∈ P (H), as follows [27, 50] :
We define the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy (also known as the "quantum Rényi divergence") as [27, 50] 
The sandwiched Rényi relative entropy is defined for all α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, ∞), with it being defined for α ∈ {0, 1, ∞} in the limit as α approaches 0, 1, and ∞, respectively. Our focus in this paper will be on the regime α > 1. The quantity Q α is clearly multiplicative under tensor-product operators:
so that D α is additive under tensor-product operators:
The sandwiched Rényi relative entropy is monotone under a CPTP map N for α ∈ [1/2, ∞] [15, 5, 26] :
Proof. From the assumption that ρ ≤ ρ ′ , we get σ
. The statement of the lemma then follows because Tr{f (P )} ≤ Tr{f (Q)} for P ≤ Q and f a monotone increasing function (see, e.g., [26, Lemma III.6] ).
Positive partial transpose. A bipartite state ρ AB is "PPT" if it has a positive partial transpose:
where T B indicates the partial transpose operation on system B [29] . This is a necessary condition for a bipartite state to be separable-it is also sufficient for 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 systems, but otherwise only necessary [18] . Let PPT(A : B) denote the set of all such states (note that there is no need to have an assymmetric notation here because a state is PPT with respect to transpose on system A if and only if it is PPT with respect to a partial transpose on system B). Let |Φ AB denote the maximally entangled state:
and let Φ AB = |Φ Φ| AB . Let F AB denote the swap operator:
Then from these definitions, it is clear that
A CPTP map N AB→A ′ B ′ is a separable operation (or separability preserving operation) if it can be written in the following form:
Entanglement generation codes
In this paper, we focus on entanglement generation codes, for which the goal is for the sender Alice to use a channel in order to share a state with the receiver Bob, such that this state is indistinguishable from a maximally entangled state. We focus on this task because the entanglement generation capacity of a quantum channel serves as an upper bound on its quantum capacity (this in turn is because a protocol for noiseless quantum communication can always be used to generate entanglement between sender and receiver). Thus, if one establishes an upper bound on the entanglement generation capacity, then this bound serves as an upper bound on the quantum capacity.
More formally, we now define an (M, ε, φ, D) entanglement generation code for a channel N . Such a protocol begins with Alice preparing a bipartite state, she sends one share of the state through the channel, and then Bob decodes. That is, such a code begins with Alice preparing a state |φ RA . The reduced state on system R has its rank equal to M . Alice then transmits the system A through the channel, leading to the state
Finally, Bob performs a decoding D B→B , leading to the state
The fidelity of the code is given by
where |Φ RB is the maximally entangled state
An (M, ε, φ, D) code uses the state φ, the decoder D, the channel N A→B , and is such that the fidelity F ≥ 1 − ε. Note that without loss of generality, we can restrict our consideration to purestate entanglement generation codes. For if the initial state is a mixed state ρ RA and the following condition holds
then there always exists at least one pure state in the spectral decomposition of ρ RA which meets the same fidelity constraint given above.
The main focus of this paper is on entanglement generation codes for a memoryless quantum channel N ⊗n . In such a case, we define the rate of entanglement generation as Q ≡ 1 n log M . A rate Q of entanglement generation is achievable if for all ε > 0 and sufficiently large n, there exists a 2 nQ , ε, φ, D entanglement generation code. The entanglement generation capacity of a channel N is defined as the supremum of all achievable rates.
Generalized divergence framework
We say that a function D : S (H)×P (H) → R is a generalized divergence if it satisfies the following monotonicity inequality:
where N is a completely positive trace preserving map. It follows directly from monotonicity that any generalized divergence is invariant under unitaries, in the sense that
where U is a unitary operator, and that it is invariant under tensoring with another quantum state τ :
Rains relative entropy and Rains information
We now define some information measures which play a central role in this paper. They are inspired by the Rains bound on distillable entanglement [32] and the subsequent reformulation of it in [2] . We define the generalized Rains relative entropy of a bipartite state ρ RB as follows:
where T (R : B) is the following set of bipartite operators:
Furthermore, all operators τ RB ∈ T (R : B) are subnormalized, in the sense that Tr{τ RB } ≤ 1, because
One property of R D (ρ RB ), critical for our application here, is that it is monotone under PPT preserving operations, in the sense that:
where P RB is a PPT-preserving operation. This is because PPT-preserving operations do not take operators τ RB in T (R : B) outside of this set, which follows from
In the above, the first equality follows because the partial transpose T B is its own inverse, and the first inequality follows because the map T B •P RB •T B is CPTP (as it is PPT preserving) and the fact that the trace norm is monotone decreasing under CPTP maps. Since the set of PPT preserving operations includes LOCC ones (local operations and classical communication), R D (ρ RB ) is also monotone under LOCC operations. We then define the generalized Rains information of a quantum channel as follows:
Our focus in this paper will be on the case when the generalized divergence is the von Neumann or Umegaki relative entropy, defined in (2.4), or the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy defined in (3.5) . Another critical property of the above quantities has to do with the set T (R : B) of operators over which we are optimizing. That is, all operators in this set satisfy the property given in Lemma 2 of [31] . We repeat the proof of this lemma for the reader's convenience. 
The same is true for σ RB ∈ PPT (R : B) simply because PPT (R : B) ⊆ T (R : B).
Proof. Consider that the partial transpose is its own adjoint and inverse, so that
The second equality follows because the partial transpose acting on the maximally entangled state Φ RB is equivalent to the swap operator F RB normalized by the Schmidt rank of Φ RB . The first inequality follows from (3.2), and the second from the assumption that τ RB ∈ T (R : B).
Covariant quantum channels have symmetries which allow us to simplify the set of states over which we need to optimize their generalized Rains information. Let G be a finite group, and for every g ∈ G, let g → U A (g) and g → V B (g) be unitary representations acting on the input and output spaces of the channel, respectively. Then a quantum channel N A→B is covariant with respect to these representations if the following relation holds for all input density operators ρ and group elements g ∈ G:
We then have the following proposition which allows us to restrict the form of the input states needed to optimize the generalized Rains information of a covariant channel:
Proposition 3 Let ρ A be a density operator which can serve as an input to a covariant channel N A→B (as defined above) and let |φ ρ RA be a purification of it. Let ρ A be the group average of ρ A , i.e., 16) and let φ ρ RA be a purification of it. Then
Proof. Given the purification |φ ρ RA , consider the following state
Observe that |ψ P RA is a purification of ρ A with purifying systems P and R. Let τ P AB be an arbitrary operator in T (P R : B). Then the following chain of inequalities holds
The first inequality follows from monotonicity of the generalized divergence D under a dephasing of the P register (where the dephasing operation is given by g |g g| · |g g|). The first equality follows from the assumption of channel covariance. The second equality follows from invariance of the generalized divergence under unitaries, with the unitary chosen to be
Furthermore, this unitary does not take the state out of the class T , i.e.
This is because, in this case, one could also implement this operation as a classically controlled LOCC operation, i.e., a von Neumann measurement {|g g|} of the register P followed by a rotation V † B (g) of the B register. One can do so here because both arguments to D in (5.20) are classical on P . The second inequality follows because the generalized divergence D is monotone under the discarding of the register P . The final inequality results from taking a minimization, and the final equality is by definition. Since τ P RB is chosen to be an arbitrary operator in T (P R : B), it follows that
The conclusion then follows because all purifications are related by a unitary on the purifying system and the quantity R D is invariant under unitaries on the purifying system.
Relating rate and fidelity of an entanglement generation code to the generalized Rains information of a channel
The power of the generalized divergence framework is that it allows us to relate rate and fidelity to an information quantity. The usual approach is to compare the states resulting from any code to a set of states resulting from a "useless channel." For the transmission of classical information, the only set of useless channels are those which trace out the input to the channel and replace it with an arbitrary density operator, effectively "cutting the communication line." However, for the transmission of quantum information, there are more interesting classes of "useless channels" [39] . For example, it is well known that a PPT entanglement binding channel has zero quantum capacity [19] . More generally, the bound in Lemma 2 establishes that if both the input to the channel and the reference system are replaced with an operator τ RB ∈ T (R : B), then the fidelity with a maximally entangled state can never be larger than 1/M . Since for a memoryless channel we are taking M = 2 nQ , this overlap will be exponentially small with the number of channel uses, so that "channels" that replace with τ RB cannot send any quantum information reliably. So our starting point is to consider the generalized divergence between the state ρ RB in (4.1) and an operator τ RB ∈ T (R : B):
By monotonicity under the application of the decoder D B→B , the following inequality holds
Observe that D B→B (τ RB ) ∈ T (R :B) because a local operation does not take an operator out of the class T .
Next, consider the following binary test B RB→Z (a completely positive trace-preserving map), which outputs a flag indicating whether a state is maximally entangled or not:
Intuitively, this test is simply asking, "Is the entanglement decoded or not?" Applying monotonicity of the generalized divergence under this test, we find that the following inequality holds
The next section continues this development by selecting the generalized divergence to be the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy.
Specializing to Rényi relative entropies
We now define the Rényi-like Rains information of a quantum channel as
In this paper, we focus on the regime for which α > 1. In this case, it suffices to perform the maximization in R α (N ) over pure bipartite states φ RA , due to the joint convexity of Q α whenever α > 1 [15, Proposition 3] . As a result, it suffices for the dimension of the reference system R to be no larger than the dimension of the channel input A, due to the well known Schmidt decomposition theorem.
Since it should be clear from the context, we can simply refer to the quantity R α (N ) as the Rains information of a quantum channel. The critical property of this quantity that we require is that it converges to R (N ) in the limit as α approaches one from above. This is shown in the following Lemma, whose proof is provided in Appendix A.
Lemma 4 For any quantum channel N and α > β > 1, we have
The following proposition gives a "one-shot" bound on the fidelity of any entanglement generation code:
Proposition 5 The fidelity of any (M, ε, φ, D) entanglement generation code obeys the following bound for all α > 1:
Proof. We simply set the generalized divergence to be the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy, defined in (3.5) . In this case, defining
the bound from (5.31) becomes
The second inequality follows by discarding the second term (1 − F ) α [Tr {τ RB } − p] 1−α (recall that we are considering α > 1). The third inequality follows from (6.4) and Lemma 2. Since the bound holds for all τ RB ∈ T (R : B) , we can take a minimization over all τ RB ∈ T (R : B) to establish the following bound: min
We can finally remove the dependence on any particular code by optimizing over all inputs to the channel:
This bound is then equivalent to (6.3).
Weak subadditivity of the α-Rains information for memoryless channels
In this section, we prove the following theorem, which is critical for concluding that the Rains information of a channel is a strong converse bound for quantum communication.
Theorem 6 For all α > 1, the Rains information R α (N ) of a quantum channel N obeys a weak subadditivity property, in the sense that
where |A| is the dimension of the input to the channel N .
Proof. To begin with, we observe that a tensor-power channel is covariant with respect to permutations of the input and output systems, in the sense that
where W π A n and W π B n are unitary representations of the permutation π, acting on the input space A n and the output space B n , respectively. So, letting |φ ρ RA n denote a purification of ρ A n , we can apply Proposition 3 to conclude that
where φ ρ RA n is a purification of the permutation invariant state ρ A n , defined as
Now, this purification φ ρ RA n is related by a unitary on the reference system R to a state |ψ Ân A n ∈ Sym((Â ⊗ A) ⊗n ), (7.5) whereÂ ≃ A [33, Lemma 4.3.1]. So it follows that
For such a state in Sym((Â ⊗ A) ⊗n ), we can apply the postselection lemma from [11] (see also [25, Lemma 12] ), to conclude the following operator inequality:
where ω (n) is the universal de Finetti state:
with µ (ϕ) denoting the uniform probability measure on the unit sphere S 1 HÂ ⊗ H A , consisting of pure bipartite states ϕÂ A . Employing the definition of R α , we find that R α N A n →B n ψÂ n A n = min τÂ n B n ∈T (Â n :B n ) D α N A n →B n ψÂ n A n τÂ n B n (7.9) = min τÂ n B n ∈T (Â n :B n ) 1 α − 1 log Q α N A n →B n ψÂ n A n τÂ n B n (7.10)
Q α N A n →B n ψÂ n A n τÂ n B n (7.11)
The first two equalities follow from definitions, and the third follows from our assumption that α > 1. The inequality is a consequence of Lemma 1 and our assumption that α > 1. The fourth equality follows easily from the definition of Q α . The last equality is from (7.8) . We now focus on bounding the quantity inside the second logarithm on the last line above:
The first inequality follows because we have a minimization over all states τÂ n B n ∈ T (Â n : B n ) and we choose the particular state dµ (ϕ) (τ φ AB ) ⊗n where each τ φ AB is in T (Â : B) and the notation indicates that each τ φ AB is "tied" to a state ϕÂ A in dµ (ϕ) ϕ ⊗n
with the first inequality from the convexity of · 1 and the last inequality from the fact that 
Combining the development in (7.3)-(7.6), (7.9)-(7.14), and (7.15)-(7.23), we finally recover the bound
Since the bound holds for any choice of initial state φ ρ RA n , we recover the inequality in (7.1).
Corollary 7
For all α > 1 and an n for which n = l · k, the Rains information R α (N ) of a quantum channel N obeys the following weak subadditivity property, in the sense that
where |A| l is the dimension of the input to the channel N ⊗l .
Proof. We just apply the bound in Theorem 6 to the superchannel N ⊗l , i.e.,
Another corollary of Theorem 6 is that the Rains information of a channel is weakly subadditive. This corollary is required in order to set some of the claims in [38, 40] on a firm foundation. We provide its proof in Appendix B. 8 The Rains information of a channel is a strong converse bound for quantum communication
We are ready to establish our main result.
Theorem 9 (Strong converse rate) Suppose that the rate Q of an entanglement generation code exceeds the Rains information of a channel:
Then the fidelity of quantum communication decays exponentially fast to zero. In fact, this conclusion holds even if
Proof. We only prove the latter, strictly stronger statement. Given the condition in (8.2), we can conclude that there exists a fixed l for which
We use the weak subadditivity result from Corollary 7 and then use the continuity of the α-Rains information. Consider any n for which n = l · k. First, for any α > 1, we have the following bound on the fidelity of any entanglement generation code by combining the bound in (6.3) with Theorem 6:
By continuity of R α (N ⊗l ) as α → 1 + and the condition (8.3), we find that there exists an α > 1 such that lQ > R α (N ⊗l ) > R(N ⊗l ). Thus, for this α, we find
We can then conclude the statement of the theorem by taking k (and thus n) to be large enough.
9 Strong converse for the quantum capacity of generalized dephasing channels
Theorem 9 establishes the Rains information of a quantum channel as a strong converse rate for quantum communication. In this section, we show that the Rains information of a generalized dephasing channel 5 is equal to the coherent information of this channel, thereby establishing that the quantum capacity of this class of channels obeys the strong converse property. A generalized dephasing channel has an isometric extension of the following form:
where the states |ψ x are arbitrary (not necessarily orthonormal). So the resulting CPTP map is as follows:
say more about generalized dephasing channels.
Proposition 10 Let N H be a generalized dephasing channel. Then
Proof. This theorem follows by establishing (9.3) and applying Theorem 9. To begin with, note that the following inequality holds for any quantum channel N :
This result follows from the achievability of the coherent information for quantum communication [24, 37, 13] and the strong converse bound in Theorem 9.
We now establish that the other inequality holds for a generalized dephasing channel N H :
Consider that any generalized dephasing channel N H obeys the following covariance property: exp {iϕ x } |x x| B with ϕ x ∈ R, but it suffices to consider only the operators in (9.7)-(9.8) for our proof here.) Furthermore, a uniform mixing of these operators is equivalent to a "completely dephasing" channel:
with the same obviously true for the operators {Z B (z)} z∈{0,...,d−1} . Then we can apply Proposition 3 to conclude that the Rains information of a generalized dephasing channel is maximized by a state with a Schmidt decomposition of the following form:
for some probability distribution p X (x) and some orthonormal basis {|x R } for the reference system R (with the key result being that the basis {|x A } is "aligned with" the basis of the channel). That is,
Let P be the following projection and ∆ P a CPTP map constructed from it:
∆ P (·) ≡ P (·) P + (I − P ) (·) (I − P ) . (9.13)
Then the following chain of inequalities holds
The first equality is by definition. The first inequality follows by restricting the maximization to be over pure bipartite vectors of the form in (9.10). The second inequality follows from monotonicity of the relative entropy under the CPTP map ∆ P . The second equality follows because The third equality follows because
and
for some distribution q (x) = x| B σ B |x B . The final inequality follows because the state 25) and the final equality follows from (9.11).
Conclusion 11
As a result of Theorem 9, Proposition 10, and the fact that the quantum capacity of N H is equal to I c (N H ) [14] , if the quantum communication rate of any entanglement generation code for a generalized dephasing channel N H is strictly larger than its quantum capacity, then the fidelity of communication decays exponentially fast to zero with an increasing number of channel uses.
The Rains bound is a strong converse rate for entanglement distillation
In this final section, we briefly illustrate how our framework provides an answer to the open question posed by Rains [32] , regarding a strong converse bound for entanglement distillation. To begin with, let us recall that an i.i.d. entanglement distillation protocol begins with n copies of an entangled state ρ AB shared between Alice and Bob. They then engage in an LOCC protocol, described by an LOCC CPTP map P A n B n →ÂB , in an attempt to distill a maximally entangled state ΦÂB of dimension 2 nQ . The protocol is characterized by the fidelity: Then the fidelity of entanglement distillation decays exponentially fast to zero with the number n of copies of the state ρ AB .
Proof. This is just an application of ideas that we used throughout the paper. Recalling that
it follows for any α > 1 that
The second inequality follows from monotonicity of R α under any LOCC map P A n B n →ÂB and the test BÂB →Z defined in (5.30) . The last inequality follows from a line of reasoning similar to that in (6.5)-(6.9). Turning this around gives
Applying a line of reasoning similar to that in the proof of Theorem 9 then yields the result. In fact, we obtain the following theorem by following the proof strategy of Theorem 9:
Theorem 13 Suppose that the rate Q of an entanglement distillation protocol exceeds the regularized Rains relative entropy:
Then the fidelity of entanglement distillation decays exponentially fast to zero with the number n of copies of the state ρ AB .
Conclusion
This paper has established that the Rains information of a quantum channel is a strong converse rate for quantum communication. Similarly, we have shown that the Rains relative entropy of a bipartite state is a strong converse rate for entanglement distillation. The main application of the first result is to settle the strong converse question for the quantum capacity of all generalized dephasing channels. Going forward from here, there are several questions to consider. First, is it possible to show weak subadditivity of a Rényi coherent information quantity for some class of channels, addressing the original question posed in [35] ? To this end, the developments in [43] might be helpful. Next, is it possible to show that the Rains information of a quantum channel represents a strong converse rate for Q 2 (the quantum capacity assisted by forward and backward classical communication)? Similarly, can one show that the squashed entanglement of a channel [41] is a strong converse rate for Q 2 ? Recent work has proved that the squashed entanglement of a quantum channel is a weak converse upper bound on Q 2 , and it could be that the quantities defined in [9] would be helpful for settling this question. Are there any other channels besides the generalized dephasing ones for which the Rains information is equal to the coherent information? If true, the theorems established here would settle the strong converse question for them. For example, can we prove a strong converse theorem for the quantum capacity of general Hadamard channels? Now that the strong converse holds for the classical capacity, the quantum capacity, and the entanglementassisted capacity of all generalized dephasing channels, can we establish that the strong converse holds for trade-off capacities of these channels, in the sense of [10, 47] ? Can we establish secondorder characterizations for this class of channels, in the sense of [45, 46, 12] ? for all α ≥ β ≥ 0. This already establishes that the limit exists and satisfies lim α→1 + R α (N ) ≥ R(N ).
(A.2)
We would like to show the opposite inequality. Consider the following bound (from [42, Lemma 6.3], see also [50, Eq. (19) Let us for the moment assume that σ > 0 with Tr(σ) ≤ 1, and its smallest eigenvalue is denoted as λ. In this case, we can bound v(ρ, σ) ≤ 2 + 1/ √ λ. For any state ρ RB and δ > 0 sufficiently small, we can apply the bound above to arrive at The first inequality follows by picking σ RB to be of the form σ RB = (1 − δ) τ RB + δπ RB where π RB is the fully mixed state on RB. Also, note that (1 − δ) τ RB + δπ RB ∈ T (R : B). To verify the second inequality, note that the minimum eigenvalue of (1 − δ) τ RB + δπ RB is always larger than δ/(|A||B|). 
B Proof of Corollary 8
Proof. We can focus only on operators τ RB such that supp(ρ RB ) ⊆ supp(τ RB ), where ρ RB = N A→B (φ RA ). This is because the quantity of interest contains a minimization over all τ RB . So consider that for any sufficiently small δ > 0 R N ⊗n ≤ R 1+δ N ⊗n (B.1) ≤ 1 + δ δ |A| 2 log n + n R 1+δ (N ) .
(B.2)
The first inequality is from the monotonicity of the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy in the Rényi parameter [27, Theorem 7] . The second inequality follows from Theorem 6. This invites an application of (A.9), which gives 1 n R N ⊗n ≤ R(N ) + 1 + δ δ |A| 2 log n n + log 1 1 − δ + 4δ log 2 + |A||B| √ δ 2 (B.3)
Choosing δ = 1/ √ n and taking the limit n → ∞ then immediately yields the desired result.
